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Headline 
  

 

Security threats and response strategies according to 

the development of generative AI technology  

Company 

name 
Service name Country Description 

Text 

Open AI ChatGPT US 
A conversational AI service created based on the large 

language AI model GPT 

Google Bard US 
A conversational AI service created based on the large 

language AI model LaMDA 

DeepMind Sparrow UK 
An AI Chatbot based on DeepMind’s language model 

Chinchilla 

Jasper Jasper US 
An AI tool that generates blog articles, social media posts and 

advertising copies for marketing purposes 

Baidu Ernie Bot China 
A self-developed AI Chatbot for improved expression through 

knowledge integration 

Image 

Open AI DALL·E US Image creation according to the prompt (command) 

Stability AI Stable Diffusion UK An image generation AI, which is an open source software 

Midjourney Midjourney US 

An image generation AI. A work created using this tool 

became a hot topic after being selected as first place in an 

art competition in the US. 

Voice 

Google MusicLM US A generative AI that turns text descriptions into music 

Open AI Jukebox US 
An AI technology that creates music in the desired genre and 

singer style 

Video 

Google Imagen Video US 
A Text to Video AI creation tool that can create video at up to 

24 frames per second and 1280X768 resolution. 

Meta Make-A-Video US 
A Text to Video AI model that creates a video when text is 

entered 
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Internal factor External factor 

- Registration of sensitive information, confidential 

documents, etc. 

- Unverified use of inaccurate information provided by 

AI models 

- neglect in managing the AI models they are using and 

managing 

- AI models and related application vulnerability attacks 

- Malicious mail, phishing attack exploiting generative AI 

- Use of AI model models containing malwares and 

backdoors 
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Analysis and response methods using generative AI 

1. Stipulating what can be entered 

- Enter only pre-defined or reviewed information 

- Do not enter account information, credit card and personal information. 

- Do not enter confidential business information 

2. Reinforcing security training related to malicious e-mails and the business e-mail management system 

- Beware of malicious e-mails elaborately forged through AI 

3. Use generative AI after reevaluating the accuracy, ethics, suitability, security, etc. of the product 

- Use generative AI after reviewing whether the product is accurate and whether there is any legal/ethical issue. 

- When creating and using program codes, use generative AI after reviewing source code security, e.g., changing 

variable names. 

4. Securing in-house data stability 

- Use multi-factor authentication (MFA) for access accounts. 

- Set access limits to the AI models you are using and managing. 

- Set response and query limit keywords (account information, etc.) for AI. 

- Manage API keys securely. 

5. Use trustworthy AI models and application, and regularly check for vulnerabilities. 

6. Make continuous efforts to secure defense technologies, e.g., malware analysis and threat identification using AI. 
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